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Abstract

The purpose of this study is to shed some crucial light on the relationship between globalisation and performance of the banking system in Malaysia. This study uses a range of bank-characteristic determinants (internal factors), macroeconomic determinants (external factors) and three different dimensions of globalisation including economic globalisation, social globalisation and political globalisation to explain local commercial bank performance in Malaysia. This study uses regression analysis based on the secondary data for local commercial banks in Malaysia. The period for this secondary data is 10 years which is from the year 2008 till 2017. This study indicates that there is strong evidence stating both economic and politic globalisation have negatively significant effects on the bank performance in Malaysia. Meanwhile, social globalisation shows an insignificant result on this. As for bank characteristics variables, credit risk shows a negatively significant result towards bank performance in Malaysia while bank size shows a positive and significant result towards bank performance in Malaysia. Sole macroeconomic variable which is GDP does not show any significant result towards the bank performance in Malaysia. Therefore, central bank of Malaysia should give some incentive training for local bankers on how to adopt new supervision and risk management. This will give the local bankers some new knowledge to handle better risk management and directly boost the bank performance. Besides that, banks should develop their credit risk management to overcome any default loans and for better financial performances. Banks in Malaysia also need to expand their businesses as larger banks give a larger facility which directly boosts the bank performance. It is also recommended for Malaysian banks to improve their forecasting of macroeconomic fluctuations in future to achieve greater efficiency levels.
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1. Introduction

In 1985, the term of "globalisation" was first utilized by Theodore Levitt. Theodore describes the vest changes that had taken places in the global economy over last a few decades. The fast and pervasive economic and financial changes had occurred in consumption, production and investment all around the world. Globalisation is the procedure by which the world is ending up progressively interconnected because of greatly expanded trade and cultural exchange. Globalisation has expanded the generation of products and ventures. The greatest organizations are not any more national firms yet multinational corporations with subsidiaries in numerous nations. Early thoughts of globalisation were that when the world large disintegrated economic units are integrated together to form a more closed circuit economic unit, the gains can be derived from speed, closeness and unity of regions (Ekon, 2016).

Therefore, research has demonstrated that banking system's soundness and stability altogether put it in a superior stead to pick up from business. Such a steady state is accepted to protect the banking system against trouble, contagious and moral hazard. It decides the proficiency and efficiency of the banking system.

However, there are many issues that been argued by other authors such as Sufian & Habibullah (2012), Sohaib & Ahmad (2013), Ghosh (2016), Sufian & Kamarudin (2016), Nguyen & Nguyen (2018) on the design of the globalisation matters for the performance of the domestic commercial banks. According to Horen & Claessens (2009) there are many reason for bank become globalised which is through technology of communication, deregulation and more economic integration. Besides that, due to globalisation, the activities in banking have been attributed to institutional specific characteristics and better profit opportunity (Focarelli & Pozzolo, 2005).

Conceptually, globalisation in banking sectors happens when the foreign banks penetrate into the domestic market. Foreign banks might influence the bank performance in positive ways or in harmful ways. Previous study such as
Sufian & Habibullah (2012), Sohaib & Ahmad (2013), Sufian & Kamarudin (2016), Nguyen & Nguyen (2018) tends to agree that globalisation is giving an advantage to bank performance especially in the return on assets (ROA) and return on equity (ROE). However, Boot (1999) and Ghosh (2016) had argued that there is negative side of globalisation in banking sector.

According to Boot (1999), governments may wish to have largest institutions in their nations domestically owned. So, it is also being argued that globalisation by bringing up foreign bank in the concentrated market might implies loss to domestic banks as it brings losses of a significant share to the advantages of foreign investors. Foreign banks also might give a high competition to domestic banks when it come into globalisation. This might reduce the banks performance domestically.

Besides that, regarding potential damages, foreign banks are regularly blamed for stimulating outflow of capital from the host country. Hence, when a country in a hard time, foreign banks might facilitate economic crisis, financial stability due to the outflow of capital from the host country (Ghosh, 2016). This will indirectly affect the bank performance of a country.

It comes to an understanding that regulation and a good supervision is vital for both domestic and foreign banks. However, deregulations might happen due to the impact of globalisation. According to Ghosh (2016), when the restriction of foreign banks in reduces, it may imply border efforts to deregulate the domestic banking sector in a sector. This might create a risky environment and indirectly affects the banking performance overall in a country (Cetorelli & Goldberg, 2012).

However, some author such as Tschoegl (2004) counters the arguments above. During economy emergency, domestic depositors frequently pull back their deposits from foreign banks in which they have lost certainty and redeposit their assets in less risky banks, such as domestic ones. During emergency, the branches of domestic banks in a country will directly attract the attention of the depositors especially the banks with a great and better regulation system (Tschoegl, 2004).

Besides that, globalisation might give a stable credit supply when the parents’ banks of the foreign countries back up the host’s country banking industry during crisis. In addition, foreign banks might increase the bank performance by bringing up advance technologies, better supervision regulation and a good risk management system through globalisation. This will eventually raise the competition level of host nation’s banking industry. Detragiache, Tressel, & Gupta (2008) mentions that through globalisation, foreign bank can be considered safer than domestic back because they have parent banks to back them up, especially during financial crisis.

In addition, economic integration and profit opportunity are driving forces of bank globalisation. Nevertheless, economic integration and profit opportunity might be different depending on the home countries of the banks due to the political, economy and social factors of the country and the bank culture itself. Thus, this study also builds an empirical model to measure the performance of the bank based on the internal factor which includes the bank-specific and also measures the external factors which includes the macroeconomic factors.

Based on the contrasting arguments on the positives and negatives sides of globalisation towards bank performance, a research and study on the impact of globalisation on the bank performance is still lacking. Thus, a good investigation of this topic and area gives a stable and good out coming of the impact of globalisation towards the bank performance.

Hence, the objectives of this study are (i) to examine the bank specific characteristic that may influence the Malaysian bank performance; (ii) to analyse the effect of macroeconomic conditions towards the performance of Malaysian banking sector and (iii) to investigate the relationship of globalisation on the performance of Malaysian banking sector.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Eclectic Theory

The eclectic theory is developed by Dunning (1977) and demonstrated a great degree productive mind-set about multinational enterprises (MNEs) and has inspired a lot of studies and applied work in banking, economics and international business. The eclectic paradigm is also called as OLI. "OLI" is the combination for Ownership, Location, and Internalization, OLI are the three potential advantages of favourable position that may underlie a company or bank's choice to become international. Ownership advantages is intended to address the subject and question of why a few firms yet not others travel to another country and recommend that a successful MNE and banks has some firm-specific advantages which enable it to conquer the operating costs in foreign nation. While,
location advantage is intended to address the question of where a MNE plans to locate. Finally, international advantages impact on how a firm operate in foreign nation such as monitoring costs.

The eclectic theory is directly connected to this study in finding the effects of globalisation towards Malaysian commercial bank’s performance. This theory indicates that there are three important factors to look up before internationalisation or globalisation happens. Based on the theory, it shows several advantages for a country in expending their firms and banks. In summary, eclectic theory shows the advantages of globalisation for firms and banks if it follows and have three main advantages which is the ownership advantages, location advantages and the international advantages. Therefore, this theory is very beneficial in understanding the advantages of foreign banks entering the domestic country through globalisation which directly affects the local commercial banks which is accordance to the objective of this study.

2.2 Past Studies

Sufian & Habibullah, (2012) finds that there a significant and positively affects towards the bank performance in China in the year 2012. They believed that economic globalisation gives a huge profitability towards the banks in China as it is statistically significant at 1% level and believed that capital account liberalisation is normally joined by liberalisation of financial services sector which brings a great prominent rivalry, destroys monopolistic profits, and it indirectly driving down franchise value of local financial institutions. Besides that, Sufian & Kamarudin, (2016) finds that the results are matching with Sufian & Habibullah (2012) research. They conducted their studies based on the one country only which is South Africa in the year 2016. Most recently, Nguyen & Nguyen (2018), finds that there are significant and positive effects towards bank performance in Vietnam.

Sufian & Habibullah (2012), indicates that social globalisation gives a positive and significant affect towards bank performance. Social Globalisation index is divided into three indicators namely personal contacts (Pers_Con), information flows (info_flow), and cultural proximity (Cul_Prox). This is interesting to find that all the 3 indicators show positively significant sign. This indicates that China has a good banking system with outstanding social integration that expressively promotes Chinese banks’ performance. Recently, Nguyen & Nguyen (2018) conducted a study on the impact of globalisation towards the bank performance in Vietnam. The result is equivalent with the result shown by Sufian & Kamarudin (2016) where it also shows a negatively significant result towards bank performance. Nguyen & Nguyen (2018) believed that all the aspects of life in Vietnam had been affected due to the excessive spread of western culture in the country.

Sufian & Habibullah (2012) proves that there are positive and significant effects on politic globalisation towards bank performance. Sufian & Habibullah (2012) has conducted a research on globalisation and bank performance in China. According to Dreher (2006), politic integration might influence the economic growth. However, not all the studies show a positively significant result. There are some studies shows a different result. For instance, Nguyen & Nguyen (2018) conducted a study in Vietnam with a title of Globalisation and bank performance in Vietnam. The study exerts negative and significant result on globalisation towards bank performance.

There are some studies that shows a positive and significant sign on the impact of credit risk towards bank performance Zhang, Jiang, Qu, & Wang (2013), Abiola & Olausi (2014) and Syafri (2012) are some of the previous studies that shows a positive and significant effects on credit risk (CR) towards bank performance. However, credit risk (CR) tend to have a negative coefficient as bad loans employs regressive impact on bank performance and most researchers expects to have a negative and significant result on their test. According to Miller & Noulas, (1997), the higher the exposure of banks or financial institution in giving high risk loans, the greater accumulation of unpaid loans and this will directly lower the profitability of the banks.

Sufian & Kamarudin, (2016) shows a positively significant result on the bank size towards the bank performance. This is because large banks tend to have better position as they have a better reputation (Sufian & Kamarudin, 2016). Prior study from Athanasoglou, Brissimis, & Delis (2008) suggests that by increasing the size of banking firm, marginal cost can be saved. However, the effects of rising bank’s size performance might be positive at a limit. Beyond the point, the size could be negative due to governmental and other reason (Eichengreen & Gibson, 2001).

According to Said & Tumin, (2011), higher economic growth urges banks to lend more and grants them to charge higher margins and enhancing the nature of their assets. It is expected to have a positive effect of development in GDP on profitability of banks believed by Kanwal & Nadeem, (2013); Zhang & Daly (2014); Hailegebrsel (2016) and Sufian & Kamarudin, (2016). However, the results differ with the study made by Nguyen & Nguyen (2018). The coefficient of LGDP found by them is negative and statistically significant at 1 percent.
3. Methodology

This study utilized the quantitative research approach by gathering and investigating secondary data to fulfil the research objectives and to obtain an answer for research questions. The secondary data is retrieve from KOF globalisation index (KOF globalisation index is also known as KOF Konjunkturforschungsstelle by KOF Swiss Economic Institution. The KOF Globalisation Index measures the economic, social and political dimension to globalisation. It is used in order to monitor changes in the level of globalisation of different countries over extended periods of time. The current KOF Globalisation Index is available for 185 countries and covers the period from 1970 until 2017. KOF Globalisation Index: https://kof.ethz.ch/en/forecasts-and-indicators/indicat ors/kof-globalisation-index.html), published annual report, Thomson Reuters’s data stream and World Bank database. The data is collected for 10 years which is from the year 2008 till the year 2017. This study identified eight local commercial banks in Malaysia as sample units. Based on the data collected, return on equity (ROE) is used as dependent variable proxy for bank performance while economic globalisation, social globalisation, politic globalisation, credit risk, bank size and GDP are the independent variables.

Figure 1. The theoretical framework of the study

This study utilized descriptive analysis as to portray the basic features of the information or data in an investigation. Furthermore, regression diagnostic or assumptions is vital to be check before proceeding to regression analysis. The assumptions that been used are normality, linearity, multicollinearity and homogeneity. All these assumptions are conducted on SPSS software version 25. Finally, the best prediction of dependent variable and independent variables can be measure through regression result. This study uses pooled ordinary least square (POLS) to perform multiple regression analysis.

3.1 Regression Equitation Model

\[
\text{ROE} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{X}_1 + \beta_2 \text{X}_2 + \beta_3 \text{X}_3 + \beta_4 \text{X}_4 + \beta_5 \text{X}_5 + \beta_6 \text{X}_6 + \mu t
\]

Where,

- ROE = Return on equity
- \(\beta_0\) = Constant
- \(j\) = individual bank
- \(t\) = time period
- \(\mu\) = error term
- \(\text{X}_1\) = Credit risk
- \(\text{X}_2\) = Bank size
- \(\text{X}_3\) = Gross domestic product
4. Finding and Discussion

4.1 Descriptive Analysis

Table 1. Descriptive statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ROE</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>27.35</td>
<td>13.1670</td>
<td>4.64893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic Globalisation</td>
<td>67.96</td>
<td>81.46</td>
<td>71.4310</td>
<td>4.32164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Globalisation</td>
<td>73.81</td>
<td>81.38</td>
<td>78.8960</td>
<td>2.65821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politic Globalisation</td>
<td>83.42</td>
<td>86.50</td>
<td>85.5050</td>
<td>1.03375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit Risk</td>
<td>-0.00198</td>
<td>0.01251</td>
<td>0.003234</td>
<td>0.00332321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank Size</td>
<td>17.13</td>
<td>20.45</td>
<td>18.8437</td>
<td>0.86778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.2589</td>
<td>0.21327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in the Table 1, the descriptive analysis states that variables have 80 observations. ROE has the mean value of 13.1670 while the maximum is value is 27.35 and the minimum value is 3.13. The standard deviation of ROE is 4.64893. Mean value for economic globalisation, social globalisation, politic globalisation, credit risk, bank size and GDP are 71.4310, 78.8960, 85.5050, 0.003234, 18.8437 and 1.2589 respectively. The standard deviation for economic globalisation, social globalisation, politic globalisation, credit risk, bank size and GDP are 4.32164, 2.65821, 1.03375, 0.0033232, 0.86778 and 0.21327 respectively. As overall, ROE has the highest standard deviation and largest variation between the minimum and maximum among all the variables. ROE has the maximum value of 27.35 and minimum value of 3.13. This implies that from the mean of ROE, the dispersion is more spread for ROE compared to other variables.

Additionally, this study runs regression diagnostic tests before proceeding to regression analysis. The assumptions that been used are normality, linearity, multicollinearity and homogeneity. The results shown that all assumptions analysis is not violated and therefore further analysis can be conducted.

4.2 Regression Analysis

Table 2. Coefficient analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients Beta</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.932</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic Globalisation</td>
<td>-1.107</td>
<td>-4.645</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank Size</td>
<td>.420</td>
<td>4.270</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit Risk</td>
<td>-.386</td>
<td>-3.616</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politic Globalisation</td>
<td>-.636</td>
<td>-2.771</td>
<td>.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Globalisation</td>
<td>-.291</td>
<td>-1.755</td>
<td>.453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>-.101</td>
<td>-1.067</td>
<td>.290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R Square</td>
<td>.334</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>10.890</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on the Table 2, the adjusted R-square shows 0.334 or 33.4% of independent variables that able to explain the dependent variable in this study. Meanwhile, ANOVA analysis, the significant value shows 1% level with the value of 10.890. This indicates that it is statistically significant relationship on predictors towards ROE.

Furthermore, table 2 also shows coefficient analysis for economic growth, social globalisation, politic globalisation, bank size, credit risk and GDP towards the dependent variable which is the ROE.

The result on the regression test shows that economic growth has negative relationship with the bank performance in Malaysia. This indicates that 1-unit increment in economic globalisation causes the bank performance of selected eight local conventional banks to decrease by 1.107 units with the assumption that all the other variables are remain constant. Based on the significance level 1%, the alternate hypothesis that stated economic globalisation has significance relationship is accepted. In short, economic globalisation has a significance relationship with ROE of eight local conventional banks in Malaysia. According to previous study by Nguyen & Nguyen (2018), the plausible reason for developing country such as Malaysia might have negative results because developing country considered rather weak and can barely compete in a globalised situation where capital account is open to liberalisation and the ownership of foreign banks in financial service sectors.

The result shown reflects that politic globalisation has a significantly negative relationship with the bank performance in Malaysia. Previous study from Vietnam conducted by Nguyen & Nguyen (2018) also has the same negatively significant result towards bank performance. There is some possible reason on why the result is showing negative relationship towards ROE in Malaysia. Malaysia joined and signed many free trade agreements like other developing countries such as Vietnam, South Africa and many more. In fact, Malaysia had been a member of WTO since January 1st, 1995. This shows globalisation already happen long time ago in Malaysia through politic globalisation. These agreements bring plenty foreign banks to penetrate into Malaysian banking industry via politic globalisation. Foreign banks have done a good job in advertising to extend their market share. Thus, this competitive pressure given by the foreign bank triggers the local bank to do the same to remain competitive in the market. Malaysian local banks adopted Basel capital system, restructure the bank system and updated their banking technologies to compete in the market. However, this indirectly increases the operating cost and gives negative impact to the bank performance.

The finding shown that credit risk has a negative relationship with the bank performance in Malaysia. As the result, credit risk has a significance relationship with the ROE in local commercial banks in Malaysia. An accumulation of credit risk or unpaid loans will directly lower the profitability of the bank (Nguyen & Nguyen, 2018). Some of the studies such as Ramllall (2009), Sohaib & Ahmad (2013), Sufian & Kamarudin (2016) and Nguyen & Nguyen (2018) support this result.

The regression result reflects that bank has a positive and significant relationship with the bank performance in Malaysia. The plausible reason is that the larger banks in Malaysia might have good facilities, technologies which give a great advantage for banks to develop new products and this directly gives a positive impact towards bank performance. Much previous study such as Khrawish (2011), Sohaib & Ahmad (2013) and Sufian & Kamarudin (2016) supports this result.

Finally, the result shown by social globalisation and GDP is insignificant. The study conducted by Sohaib & Ahmad (2013) and Combey & Togbenou (2017) also shows insignificant results as same finding in this study.

5. Conclusion

The summary proved that based on the first objective, the finding indicates that both variables used as bank specific variable which is the credit risk and the bank size shows a significant correlation with bank performance. Second objective indicates that GDP has no significant effects towards the bank performance. This shows that GDP doesn’t show any positive or negative effects on the performance of local commercial banks in Malaysia. Lastly, the impact of globalisation towards bank performance in Malaysia proved that economic globalisation and politic globalisation significantly related with eight local commercial banks in Malaysia but social globalisation shown insignificant result in this study.

This finding of this study will be a great exposure and enormous value for any academicians and student of business, finance, banking and economics to obtain the information and data using KOF index. These data and information can also be used for future research in Malaysia regarding globalisation. Furthermore, this study gives some idea to banking industry how to overcome problems through globalisation. Based on the results, it seems globalisation gives a negative impact towards bank performance in Malaysia. Local commercial banks can take a serious action based on the data and information to make a future plan to boosts their performance. For instance, training their
employees to improve their expertise in order to compete with foreign banks might be a good outcome in future. Thus, the data and information of this study can create awareness of Malaysian banking industry to come out with a better risk management in order to compete with foreign banks. It is justifiable that the world is moving towards globalization in a fast track. This study demonstrates that globalization plays an important role in a nation, bank industry and to a people. A large portion of the banks are shutting the branches because of the advancement of technologies. Globalization brings an extraordinary headway towards technologies. A large portion of the bank services are in tip of our fingers. However, a few nations are absence of specialists in taking care of the services and advance technologies. It is important to keep in the mind that the headway of globalization brings the introduction of hackers globally. Thus, based on the result of the study, government can think of a strategy that gives and promote high education which principally focused on science and advance technologies. This will guarantee future people prepared to confront the worldwide rivalry.
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